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The Power of 

Persona



How many of you have started with a prompt…

“You are an expert…”



Personas: Good Person vs. Bad Person

Different personas are better at different tasks
Can construct a persona that answers well





Can We Evoke Personas From LLMs? 

7



Use Case Showcase: Claritas Personas



Can We Evoke Personas From ZIP Code? 
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Can We Evoke Personas From ZIP Code? 
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Meet Earl, The Persona That Emerged From Zip Code Data
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MidJourney, based on the data 
generated by OpenAI



Which Segment Is Most Likely To Buy…





PRIZM Premier: Mover & Shaker Segment

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lG4OxGETpAP8ibxJwFtO5q0-UWo9zkY7/view


The Power Of Personas 

Comes With Risks





National Security Forum, 

November 2023
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Safety Through “Bounded Agency”



Suggested Use 

Cases
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11 Months Later… 

Agent Embodiment



11 Months Later: Embodiment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HZjHKPUdDg


Where will be in another 11 Months?
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05 - Country Squires
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Can We Get To Digital Dopplegangers? 

33







Identity is Complex



www.SpeakerRex.com/voice

Participate in the beta





Research Design

One-on-One Depth Interview 

(zoom)

Specifically About Sour Patch Kids 

(low involvement product)

TwinsZ Chat

(not related to product)

TwinsZ PRIZM-Style Bio
TwinsZ Sour Patch Kids 

Question Predictions

TwinsZ Inner Monologue 

/ Reasoning 

Student Review of TwinsZ Output
Student Review of Focus Group 

Moderator Output

PRIZM-Style Bio

Student Review of Output



part



"It pulled a lot of information and made a lot of assumptions off what I perceive to be limited information, and those 

assumptions were accurate. Even as I write my reflection, I am thinking about how the AI described me as approaching 

problems methodically and logically."

"In a relatively short conversation, it was able to uncover many different aspects and parts of my lifestyle, preferences, and past 

experiences. While most of the responses were very open-ended, there was a great deal of direction that led the conversation in 

a way that would provoke thought and depth."

"I feel like it was able to predict what I said strangely well for the limited information I gave to it about food. I talked about my past 

experiences a lot with the real interviewer, and it predicted that I would do this in the AI persona without actually knowing 

anything about my past experiences that I shared. It said I would talk about the product in social situations which is exactly what 

I did, which was really crazy considering the limited information I gave it. The questions it asked me didn't seem to relate but 

somehow it was able to get a strong and accurate grasp on my decision-making in terms of purchasing products."

"One way to get people to interact with TwinZ on a regular basis would be to tap into the universal human desire to be 

understood. For me, interacting with the AI was an unexpectedly liberating experience. I did not worry about what this “person” 

would think of me, and I felt free to answer questions honestly. Additionally, as a more reserved person, I am usually content 

asking others about themselves and being a good listener. It is not often that someone goes out of their way to ask me about 

myself with the goal of truly understanding me. It was refreshing to feel seen and heard in this way, even if it was just with a 

chatbot, because the anonymity removed the anxiety of saying the “right thing.” 

"The responses were thoughtful and had a layer of empathy that most AI chatbots lack"



"Throughout the process of using TwinsZ.ai, I grew in my understanding of the importance of prompting. At first, I gave the bot very 

little to work with and it even acknowledged that. Then, I started to feed the bot with more information about me and my 

experiences thus far in college. That was when the bot truly started to get closer to understanding me. I would absolutely 

recommend TwinsZ.ai to a friend and give it a 9.5 out of 10. The only reason why I wouldn’t give it a higher score is because I think 

that it could become slightly more accurate in its understanding of me as a person, but that is something that would come with time 

and more prompting."

"TwinsZ.AI’s approach was able to articulate and explain responses to answers, better than myself."

If this data were promised to be non-identifiable, I would be happy to log into a program that pays me to unpack my motivations, 

passions, and problems. Transparency would be crucial, of course—users must know that their profile would be used for research 

and shared with relevant parties. However, I could see a chatbot like this becoming a viable alternative for those who want to 

journal but feel overwhelmed when staring at a blank page. Creating a business model that treats TwinZ as more of a journaling 

outlet for users, compensating them for each hour of conversation, could create the right incentive for engagement while also 

giving the model the depth of information it needs to provide deeper commentary in studies."

"The questions themselves were pretty interesting and open-ended, and I feel that it collected a large amount just in a short time, 

so if more interactions were implemented, the results could get scarily accurate."



My “OMG” moment



My “OMG” moment



Amazing… but not perfect



Syracuse University Study

TwinsZ.ai Alpha Version: Amazing… But Not Perfect

AI is…
1. Less nuanced about product quality

1. About right on role of occasion, nostalgia 

and advertising

1. Over-estimates human virtues



Syracuse University Study

TwinsZ.ai Alpha Version: Amazing… But Not Perfect

"I think that the AI overblew some aspects of my cultural pride 

when it comes to making more minor purchasing decisions. For 

instance, the summary states my “decision to purchase Sour 

Patch candies over competitors is likely shaped by the candies’ 

alignment with [my] personal values and the brand’s 

authenticity and innovative image.” 

Personally, I do not care if Sour Patch Kids aligns with my 

personal values. For me, it is a snack that I would treat myself 

with and it is not much more complicated than that."
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Syracuse University Study

TwinsZ.ai Alpha Version: Amazing… But Not Perfect

AI is…
1. Less nuanced about product quality

1. About right on role of occasion, nostalgia 

and advertising

1. Over-estimates human virtues



Can We Improve The AI?

I KNOW BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS



Our Moonshot: 

Consumer In Control of Our AI Agents



Will AI Replace Us?

Or…

Can We Get AI to Represent Us?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8r-tXRLazs


“We can’t rewind… we’ve gone too far.”

Research Agenda

Syracuse Research
● TwinsZ vs. one-on-one depth interview for 

low involvement product

Cal Poly Research 
● Combing TwinsZ with Claritas & Web 

Surfing Behaviors

Professor TwinsZ
● Beth Egan, Syracuse
● Brennan Davis, Cal Poly
● Jim Licenski, Kellogg School, Northwestern

Executive TwinsZ
● Larry Connors (Wall Street)
● Greg Stuart
● Rex Briggs

We’d like to work with you on…

1. Audience identification

1. Personas for behavior

a. Consumer journey

b. Converters vs. non-converters

1. How AI could enhance survey research

a. Subset of respondents converse with TwinsZ

Contact: rex.briggs@claritas.com



rex.briggs@claritas.com

www.AI-conundrum.com
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